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Metacognitive and Control Strategies in Study-Time Allocation
Lisa K. Son and Janet Metcalfe
Columbia University
This article investigates how people's metacognitive judgments influence subsequent studytime-allocation strategies. The authors present a comprehensive literature review indicating
that people allocate more study time to.judged-difficultthan to judged-easy items--consistent
with extant models of study-time allocation. However, typically, the materials were short, and
participants had ample time for study. In contrast, in Experiment 1, when participants had
insufficient time to study, they allocated more time to the judged-easy items than to the
judged-difficult items, especially when expecting a test. In Experiment 2, when the materials
were shorter, people allocated more study time to the judged-difficuRmaterials. In Experiment
3, under high time pressure, people preferred studying judged-easy sonnets; under moderate
time pressure, they showed no preference, These results provide new evidence against extant
theories of study-time allocation.

The issue of how people use their metacognitive judgments about what they know and how well they know it to
take control over their own learning is of primary concern in
this article. The fact that in many situations people have
relatively accurate metacognitions is well documented
(Brown, 1978; Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992, 1994, 1997;
Gnmeberg & Monks, 1974; Jacoby, Bjork, & Kelley, 1993;
Johnson, 1988; Johnson & Raye, 1981; King, Zechmeister,
& Shaughnessy, 1980; Koriat, 1975, 1993, 1995, 1997,
1998; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996, 1998; Leonesio & Nelson,
1990; Lovelace, 1984; Mazzoni, Cornoldi, Tomat, & Vecchi,
1997; Mazzoni & Nelson, 1995; Metcalfe, 1986a, 1986b;
Metcalfe, Schwartz, & Joaqnim, 1993; Metcalfe & Weibe,
1987; Nelson, 1988; Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991, 1992;
Nelson, Leonesio, Landwehr, & Narens, 1986; Schwartz &
Metcalfe, 1994; Schwartz & Smith, 1997; Smith, Brown, &
Balfour, 1991; Thiede & Dunlosky, 1994; Vesonder & Voss,
1985; Wldner & Smith, 1996; Widner, Smith, & Graziano,
1996). Ease-of-learning judgments (EeLs; Underwood,
1966), feeling-of-knowing judgments (FIGs; Hart, 1965;
Nelson, Leonesio, Shimamura, Landwehr, & Narens, 1982),
and judgments of difficulty (JODs) or of learning (JOLs;
Arbuckle & Cuddy, 1969; Gardiner & Klee, 1976; Groninger, 1979; King et al., 1980; Lovelace, 1984) generally
have been shown to predict subsequent memory performance with above-chance accuracy. Having established that

people appear to have access to accurate metalmowledge,
the question of how they put that knowledge to use is
becoming focal.
Some theories indicate that metacognitions play a central
role in a variety of cognitive tasks, including memory
retrieval (Reder, 1987; Reder & Ritter, 1992), initial memory
encoding (Metcalfe, 1993), problem solving (Metcalfe,
1986b; Simon & Newell, 1971), and self-directed learning
(Nelson & Narens, 1994). As was assumed by early researchers such as Flavell (1979) and Flavell and Wellman (1977),
these self-reflective processes are crucial in controlling and
guiding human cognition (see Metcalfe, 1996, in press, for
review). Recently, investigators have begun intensively and
systematically to explore the question of primary interest in
this article: How do people use these metacognitive judgments to control their study-time allocation and hence to
determine what it is that they will learn?
Interest in the control functions of people's metacognitions was fostered by a framework for human metacognition
forwarded by Nelson and Narens (1990, 1994), who suggested that the human cognitive system has (at least) two
interacting levelsma basic level and a metalevel. The latter
monitors and contains a model of the former and, importantly, for purposes of the present article, controls the
learning that goes on at the basic level. Although they did not
propose a detailed model of exactly how the control processes functioned, Nelson and Narens's (1994) framework
has nevertheless been crucial in allowing others to do so.
Dunlosky and Hertzog (1998) provided a more formal
formulation--a discrepancy-reduction modelmthat focused
directly on the detailed mechanisms of metacognitive control of study time. This model is divided into three main
stages. The first is study preparation, including processes
related to memory self-efficacy evaluation, task appraisal,
and initial strategy selection. Task appraisal and initial
strategy selection, in their model, are informed by metacognitive knowledge but not by fine-grained assessments of the
learning of the materials at hand. The second stage, that of
on-going study, includes the selection of individual items
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and the monitoring of learning of those items. Once the item
has been studied, its learning state is monitored and a
decision is made about whether the item has achieved the
desired degree of learning. If it has, then study of that item is
terminated, the model goes on to the third phase (which
involves testing), and the whole loop starts again. If the item
has not met the desired degree of learning, though, it is sent
back for more study. The second stage of this model-wherein items are studied until they are perceived to have
been learned--is most relevant to the experiments that we
present in the present article.
Dunlosky and Hertzog (1998) described this central
discrepancy-redaction characteristic of the model as follows:
During on-going study, a person may monitor how well an
individual item has been learned. This perceived degree of
learning may then be compared to the degree of learning the
person desires for the item, which is called the norm of study.
If the perceived degree of learning is less than the norm of
study, the person presumably will continue to study the item
or will select a new study strategy to use. If the perceived
degree of learning meets or exceeds this norm of study, the
person will terminate study of that item and proceed to
another. One implication of this discrepancy-reductionmechanism of self-paced study is that a person's perceived degree
of learning will be inversely related to subsequent study time.
(pp. 252-253)
Although Dunlosky and Hertzog's presentation is especially
informative in being given as a flow chart with the individual
processes being relatively well defined, other researchers
have honed in on the same basic conclusion--that people
allocate their study time to the items that are perceived to be
the most difficult (e.g., Nelson & Narens, 1994).
One caveat to this general view comes from a recent study
by Thiede and Dunlosky (1999). One might expect that if
people study the most difficult items longer, they will also
study them first. However, Thiede and Dunlosky found
evidence to the contrary: People sometimes choose to study
the easier items first, rather than choosing the diffcult items
first. This finding could be taken as evidence that there may
be some conditions under which the most difficult items do
not take priority. Alternatively, this item choice could be
attributed to the first phase of study in which a strategy is
selected in the Dunlosky and Hertzog (1998) model. And,
indeed, Thiede and Dunlosky (1999) proposed a model in
which there is a higher order strategy-selection stage that
includes choosing which items to study. That done, the
discrepancy-reduction mechanism is assumed to apply to all
items so chosen. Thus, so long as the data are conditionalized on those items that were selected at all, this modified
model predicts that study time should be negatively correlated with perceived item difficulty. As might be expected
from the undisputed theoretical dominance of the idea that
people study the difficult items longer to reduce the discrepancy between their perceived learning and their desired
learning, this (until now) unchallenged view has received
considerable empirical support.
A number of investigators have used a particular paradigm for studying the relation between metacognitive JOLs
and study-time allocation. Typically, participants first rate
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the ease of learning particular items and thereafter have time
to study each item individually, for as long as they wish, for
a later memory test. In this paradigm, people have tended to
study the judged-difficult-to-learn materials longer than they
studied the judged-easy-to-learn materials (Cull & Zechmeister, 1994; Mazzoni & Cornoldi, 1993, Experiments 1, 4, 5;
Mazzoni, Comoldi, & Marchitelli, 1990, Experiments 2, 3;
Nelson, Dunlosky, Graf, & Narens, 1994; Nelson & Leonesio, 1988; Thiede & Dunlosky, 1999). Presumably, the
reason for this finding is that it takes more time for people to
master the materials that are diffcult or are judged-to-bedifficult than it does to master the easy materials, and,
hence----on the assumption that the goal is mastery--people
must and do spend more time studying the difficult materials.
This result has been found not only with normal college
students but in other populations as well, for example, with
children (Dufresne & Kobasigawa, 1988, 1989; Kobasigawa
& Dufresne, 1992, cited in Kobasigawa & Metcalf-Haggert,
1993; Nelson et al., 1994) and with older adults (Duulosky
& Connor, 1997; Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1997). Several
studies did not assess people's metacognitions but rather
examined the effects of objective item difficulty on studytime allocation (Belmont & Butterfield, 1971; Bisanz,
Vesonder, & Voss, 1978; Dufresne & Kobasigawa, 1988,
1989; Kellas & Butterfield, 1971; Kobasigawa & Dufresne,
1992; Kobasigawa & Metcalf-Haggert, 1993; Le Ny, Danhiere, & Le Taillanter, 1972; Masur, Mclntyre, & Flavell, 1973;
Zacks, 1969), but the results were, nevertheless, similar; that is,
people devoted more study time to the difficult items.
The few exceptions to this rule come from investigations
with young children, but even these often show preferential
allocation of study time to the judged-dit~cult items. In
Dufresne and Kobasigawa's (1989) study, children in Grades
1, 3, 5, and 7 were asked to study two booklets of paired
associates until they could remember all of the pairs
perfectly. For each child, one booklet was easy, and the other
was difficult. The difficulty was determined by the relatedness or unrelatedness of the paired associates. Although the
children in Grades 1 and 3 spent approximately equal
amounts of time on the easy and difficult booklets, the older
children in Grades 5 and 7 spent more time studying the
difficult booklet. The authors suggested that the younger
children did not realize that the more difficult materials
either were more difficult or might require more intensive
effort. In a related study, Kobasigawa and Metcalf-Haggert
(1993) found that when the materials were pictures of
familiar objects rather than verbal paired associates, as had
been used in the Dufresne and Kobasigawa (1989) study,
even first graders allocated more study time to materials that
were more difficult. The discrepancy in the findings might be
attributable to the fact that studying pictures makes more
sense to elementary school children than studying unrelated
paired associates, and so metacognitive strategies were more
likely to come into play.
The literature on study-time allocation converges on the
conclusion that people tend to allocate their study time to
items they judge to be difficult. In Table 1, we provide a
comprehensive review of the extant experimental literature
on the relation between difficulty and study time. We were
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Table 1
A Review of the Literature on Metacognitive Control in Study-l~me Allocation

Experimenter
Belmont & Butterlield, 1971
Bisanz, Vesonder, & Voss, 1978

• Cull & Zechmeister, 1994, Exp. 1
Cull & Zechmeister, 1994, EXp. 2
Dufresne & Kobasigawa, 1988
Dnfresne & Kobasigawa, 1989

Duulosky & Connor, 1997, Exp. 1
Dunlosky & Connor, 1997, Exp. 2
Dnnlosky & Hcrtzog, 1997
Kellas & Butterfield, 1971

Kobasigawa & Dufresne, 1992

Kobasigawa & Metcalf-Haggert,
1993
Le Ny, Denhiere, & Le Taillanter,
1972
Masur, McIntyre, & Flavell, 1973
Mazzoni & Comoldi, 1993, Exp. 1
Mazzoni & Cornoldi, 1993, Exp. 4
Mazzoni & Comoldi, 1993, Exp. 5
Mazzoni, Comoldi, & Marehitelli,
1990, Exp. 1
Mazzoni et al., 1990, Exp. 2
Mazzoni et al., 1990, Exp. 3
Mazzoni, Cornoldi, Tomat, &
Vecchi, 1997, Exp. 2
Mazzoni et al., 1997, Exp. 3
Nelson, Dunl0sky, Graf, &
Narens, 1994
Nelson& Leonesio, 1988, Exp, 1
Nelson & Leonesio, 1988, EXp. 2
Nelson,& Leonesio, 1988, Exp. 3
Thiede & Dunlosky, 1999
Zaeks, 1969

Particpants

Determinant
of difficultya

Materials

Previous studies
Normal teenagers
Letters
Mildly retarded teenagers Letters
Cue-target pairs
1st graders
Cue-target pairs
3rd graders
Cue-target pairs
5th graders
College students
Cue-target pairs
Adults
Cue-target pairs
Cue-target pairs
Adults
Cue-target pairs
1st graders
3rd graders
Cue-target paws
5th graders
Cue-target paws
Cue-target paws
1st graders
Cue-target pan's
3rd graders
5th graders
Cue-target paws
Cue-target paws
7th graders
Adults, aging adults
Cue-target paws
Cue-target paws
Adults, aging adults
Cue-target paws
Adults
Cue-target pairs
Aging adults
Letters
Adults
Adults
Bigrams
Trigrams
Adults
Cue-target pairs
1st graders
3rd graders
Cue-target pairs
Cue-target pairs
5th graders
Cue-target pairs
7th graders
1st graders
Objects
Objects
3rd graders
Cue-target pairs
Adults

Serial position
Recalled vs. unrecatled pairs

Learned vs. unlearned pairs
Learned vs. unlearned pairs
Related vs. unrelated
Related vs. unrelated

JOLs
JOLs
Serial position
Related vs. unrelated

Familiar vs. unfamiliar
Recalled vs. unrecalled items

Difficult
Null
Null
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Null
Null
Difficult
Null
Null
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Null
Difficult
Difficult
~ t
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult

1st graders
3rd graders
Adults
Adults
Adults
Adults
Adults

Object drawings
Object drawings
Object drawings
Transitive sentences
Informational sentences
Informational sentences

Adults
Adults
Adults

Nouns
Transitive sentences
Food items

JOLs
JOLs
Typicality of item and fiequency of purchase

Difficult
Null=
Difficult

Adults
Adults

Food items
Cue-target pairs

JOLs

Diffcult
Difficult

Adults
Adults
Adults
Adults
Adults

Trigrams
Word-trigram pairs
General questions
Cue--target pairs
Cue-target pairs

EOLs
EOLs, FIGs
FKJs
JOLs
Recalled vs. unrecalled items

Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Diff~ult
Difficult

Nouns

Recalled vs. unrecalled items

Allocated
study
time tob

JOLs
JOts
JOLs
JOI.~

Null
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Null =
Null =

Current studies
Son & Metcalfe, present article,
Adults
Long biographies
EOLs
Easy
Exp. 1
Son & Metcalfe, present article,
Adults
Short haikus
EOLs
Difficult
Exp. 2
Son & Metcalfe, present article,
Adults
Medium sonnets
EOLs
Easy
Exp. 3
aThis column indicates how the materials were classified as being easy or difficult. In most cases, participants gave metacognitive ju .d.gments
of learning. However, in other cases, objective item difficulty, such as the relatedness or unrelatedness of a cue--target parr, was
used. bDiffwultindicates that participants allocated more study time to difficult materials, null indicates that there was no systematic
allocation of study time, and easy indicates that they allocated more lime to the easier materials. COnlyraw study times were reported,
showing that, on average, people spent more time studying items that were intermediate in difficulty.
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able to find 19 published reports in total, which together
contain 46 treatment combinations. For each of the studies
provided in Table 1, we include a description of the materials
used, the participants, and the way in which difficulty was
assessed. Of these 46 published conditions, 35 showed that
people exhibited a clear preference for studying the more
difficult materials. Three conditions showed that extra time
was allocated to items of intermediate difficulty (Mazzoni &
Cornoldi, 1993; Mazzoni, Cornoldi, & Marchitelli, 1990).
Eight conditions showed that participants did not spend
more time on either the easy or the difficult items or that the
results were nonsignificant. These null results include data
from the first graders and from mildly retarded teenagers
who might have had a problem assessing difficulty. There
were no studies showing a tendency to allocate more study
time to easy materials.
These results, of course, indicate that people behave in a
highly strategic manner, as Nelson and Narens (1994) have
suggested. The particular strategy that they seem to be using
appears to be the one proposed by the discrepancy-reduction
models (Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998; Thiede & Dunlosky,
1999). These results seem definitive.
Although the extant theories and data seem overwhelmingly to favor the hypothesis that people preferentially
allocate their study time to the difficult items, we suggest
that that conclusion may be premature. The results of the
above-cited experiments may instead be attributable to the
very specific experimental materials and conditions used.
For example, in nearly all of these experiments, the goal of
learning was complete verbatim recall. Although there are
many situations in which verbatim recall is essential---as in
learning nouns or short phrases in language learning--there
may be just as many situations in which verbatim mastery is
not the goal, and may even be impossible---as in understanding the facts of a large text. Thus, short materials such as
word-pairs, which the participant is required to recall
perfectly, might give rise to entirely different study strategies than would more complex materials such as long texts
and stories from which the person is expected to extract the
essential points.
In past studies, participants were nearly always allowed
ample time to study all of the items---one by one---until they
were sure that they could remember them all. In many
real-world learning situations, however, time pressures
exist, forcing people to choose which materials to study,
realizing that some of the material may not get learned.
Under these circumstances, their strategies might change.
Finally, people may not be guided purely by their
assessments of the difficulty of the events. Other factors
entirely, such as a person's interest or motivation, may drive
study-time allocation. It has been shown in a number of
studies that people demonstrated better learning of judgedinteresting information than of judged-uninteresting information (Asher, 1979; Asher, Hymel, & Wigfield, 1978; Asher &
Markell, 1974). As a result of the findings, Asher (1980)
tested a selective-attention hypothesis, which says that the
learning of interesting information was enhanced because
extra time or attention was allocated to the interesting
information, and the attention improved learning. His staffs-
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tical analysis, though, failed to support the causal role of the
attention. Furthermore, Anderson (1982) also found that
increased attention to an interesting topic was not causal in
learning. Fourth graders were given sentences to read that
had been rated for interest by a group of third graders.
Reading times and probe times were collected before taking
a free-recall test. Results showed that the interest values had
significant relations to recall, reading time, and probe time.
However, reading time did not have a significant positive
relation to recall. Similarly, Shirey and Reynolds (1988)
conducted a study that investigated the effects of interest
judgments on both attention and learning. After rating
sentences for interest, participants were given reading time
or time in which to allocate attention to the sentences
selectively. A cued-recall test showed that although the
interesting sentences were learned better, less attention had
been allocated to them, suggesting that attention did not
serve as a causal mediator between interest and learning.
Given the importance of the relation between interest and
study time, we undertook to explore the role of interest, as
well as that of difficulty, in study-time allocation.
To begin our investigation of the role of interest, difficulty, and other potential variables, we began by asking 33
Columbia University students "How do you allocate your
study time?" They were asked to write down as much as
they wanted for as long as they wanted to answer the
question, giving multiple answers if they desired. Consistent
with past experimental findings, 12 students said that they
spent most of their time studying difficult topics. However,
11 said they spent their time studying interesting topics, and
2 said they spent their time studying important topics.
Finally, 13 students indicated that their strategy depended on
whether or not a test was approaching. If they were
expecting a test soon, they spent more time studying the
material that was to be tested. These results, as well as our
own intuitions, suggested that the seemingly robust conclusion of past experimental research and theory, that people,
virtually without exception, allocate their study time to the
difficult items, might be too simple and warranted reexamination.
In conlrast to the tenets of discrepancy-reduction theories,
then, it seems plausible to suppose that there may be
conditions under which people would reasonably preferentially allocate study time to items other than those that are
difficult. For example, items that are judged as too difficult
to learn given the temporal constraints of a particular
situation might best be left unstudied. In such cases,
allocating more study time to extremely difficult materials
might be a waste of time and might also needlessly divert the
person's efforts from easier items that could benefit from
additional study. Atkinson (1972), in an important but
neglected classic article, proposed a three-stage Markov
model of an optimal control strategy in which the most study
time is allocated to items that are in an intermediate state of
learning--not fully learned but also not totally unlearned. In
his investigation, the allocation of study time to items that
were neither too difficult nor too easy was found to be the
most effective strategy. Thus, there should be situations in
which people would be better off not allocating study time as
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a direct function of judged difficulty but might, instead,
benefit from allocating extra time to other items, such as
moderately difficult items (e.g., Mazzoni & Cornoldi, 1993;
Mazzoni et al., 1990). Furthermore, the amount of time
allowed to the student may be crucial in determining a
reasonable study-time-allocation strategy.
In three experiments, we attempted to answer several
fundamental questions dealing with metacognitive control
strategies in a study-time-allocation paradigm. First, what
are the conditions under which people allocate more study
time to materials that they judge to be difficult, and when
might they devote study time to judged-easy items? Second,
how do test expectations influence study-time allocation?
Finally, how might a person's interest in the material
influence study-time allocation?
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we manipulated the goals or test
expectations of the participants by varying the instructions
about whether they would be tested on the materials. One
group of participants--the study-for-test group--expected
to be tested on the to-he-learned biographies, whereas
another group--the free.reading group---did not expect to
be tested. There is a large literature suggesting that a
person's goals can influence their subsequent behavior (e.g.,
Dweck, 1996; Gollwitzer & Moskowitz, 1996; Grant &
Dweek, 1999; Thiede, 1996). However, the cognitive literature on test expectations and intention to learn is mixed.
Several experiments have shown differences in performance
as a function of whether or not the person knows that he or
she will be tested (Kausler, Laughlin, & Trapp, 1963;
Kausler & Trapp, 1962; McDaniel, Blischak, & Challis,
1994). For example, McDaniel et al. (1994) found that
people who were expecting a test were more apt to identify
and focus on the important information in a text passage-and, as a consequence, perform better---than those who were
not expecting a test. Other studies, though, have shown no
performance differences (Hyde, 1973; Hyde & Jenkins,
1969, 1973; Johnston & Jenkins, 1971; Wolk, 1974). A
number of theorists have suggested that the mere intention to
learn, itself, does not influence memory; rather, differences
result because the participants use different cognitive operations or strategies (Craik & Tulving, 1975; Craik & Watkins,
1973; Hyde, 1973; Hyde & Jenkins, 1969, 1973; Postman,
1964; Till & Jenkins, 1973; Walsh & Jenkins, 1973). The
primary interest in this experiment was in understanding
how people vary their strategies during study. Thus, we were
not investigating whether mere intention to learn alters
learning but rather whether test expectations alter people's
strategies, as given by the correspondence between their
metacognitive judgments and their study-time allocation.
We also considered that metacognitlons other than EOLs
might predict people's study-time allocation, maybe especially when they were not expecting to he tested. Perhaps
when people are reading for pleasure, their time-allocation
strategies are different than when they are studying for a test.
It may be that only in the latter case do they focus their
efforts on the most difficult materials, as past research has

shown. When people are reading for pleasure, they might be
guided more by their interest. Accordingly, two metacognifive judgments---EOLs and JOIs were investigated. We
thought it likely that when people were not expecting a test,
they would allocate study time to the items they thought
were interesting, whereas when they expected to he tested,
they would study the items they believed would optimize
test performance.
We also chose to use biographies rather than paired
associates as the to-be-learned materials. There were several
reasons for choosing biographies. First, we wanted to use the
kinds of longer materials a person might encounter in a
classroom situation, such as complicated texts. We also
wanted the materials to be long enough so that people would
not have enough time to study all the materials completely
and, consequently, would need to make time-allocation
decisions. Finally, we wanted materials that might have
some intrinsic interest to participants so we could examine
how JOIs related to study-time allocation. We thought that
participants would show more variation of interest for
biographies than for the more homogenous (and monotonous) materials used in previous studies--making assessment of interest both a plausible task and one that might
allow us to see variations in study strategies.
FinaLly, we wanted to create a situation in which the
participants would behave strategically. In all previous
studies, except for that of Thiede and Dunlosky (1999),
participants were shown the individual to-be-learned items
one by one and in an order determined by the experimenter
and were allowed to spend a variable amount of time on each
item. Under such circumstances, it would usually be advantageous to the person's eventual performance to continue
studying each item until it was believed to be learned. Not
surprisingly, then, participants would spend more time on
the more difficult items--the normative finding. However,
this is not the situation typically faced by a student under
time pressure to learn an entire set of materials. Decisions
need to he made about how to best spend the limited amount
of time available. We postulated that under these more
realistic conditions, the usual finding of attention to the most
difficult items might not hold and that people might try to
optimize their time in a different, but as yet unknown,
manner. Therefore, we modified the standard paradigm to
allow the participant to freely choose whichever items he or
she wanted to study within the constraint of a total fixed
amount of time and investigated their choices among items
within that total time.

Method
Participants
The participants were 64 Columbia University undergraduates.
Half were recruited during one term and the other half during a
different term from introductory psychology classes at Columbia
University. The students received some course credit for their
participation. One participant was eliminated from the analyses
because he did not follow directions, leaving an n of 63.
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Design
The main between-participants manipulation was test expectation (study-for-test vs. free-reading). Participants were asked to
study eight different biographies and were subsequently given 64
fill-in-the-blank questions, 8 testing each of the biographies. We
collapsed over test questions to give proportion correct for each
biography. Participants made two kinds of metacognitive judgments---EOL and JOI---on each of the eight to-be-learued biographies. The EOLs were made on the cue of only one paragraph of a
multiparagmph biography. (In most other experiments, the EOLs
were made on the cue of the entire to-be-learned item). In the first
semester, when 32 participants were tested, the order of judgment
was balanced across participants so that half of the participants
gave EOLs first, and the other half reported their JOIs first. This
process ro~de no difference in any results, so in the following
semester when the additional 31 participants were run, all of them
gave EOLs first and JOIs second, and this control factor was
ignored in the analyses. In addition to recall test performance, we
measured study time on each biography and the number of pages
studied. Participants were tested individually and assigned randomly to test expectation and judgment order.
Procedure
The experiment consisted of three stages. First, the participants
were asked to read one-paragraph biographical introductions for
the eight different famous figures and to rank them in terms of EOL
and JOI (judgment stage). Second, all participants were allowed to
read and study the complete six-page biographies for as long as
they wished on each, and in any order they chose, for 30 min (study
stage). Finally, the participants were given a fill-in-the-blank test
(recall stage). Each stage is described in more detail below.
Judgment stage. Participants read a short paragraph from each
of the eight biographies. They were asked to order these in terms of
their EOL (coded from 1 = most diJ~cult to 8 = easiest) and JOI
(coded from 1 = least interesting to 8 = most interesting). They
were given as much time as they needed to complete this task.
After having made their judgments, hut before beginning the
second stage of the experiment, participants in the study-for-test
condition were told that they would be tested on the material from
all eight biographies; participants in the free-reading condition
were told nothing about a test. The instructions for the study-fortest condition were as follows: "You will now have the opportunity
to read through and study the full biographies for 30 min. There
will be a memory test given after the 30 minutes has ended, and it
will be testing material from all 8 biographies. You may read the
biographies as you wish, choosing each of them for as long as you
like. You can always go back to one that you've already read, and
don't worry if you don't get through all of them." The instructions
for the free-reading condition were as follows: "You will now have
the opportunity to free-read through the full biographies for 30 rain.
You may read the biographies as you wish, choosing each of them
for as long as you'd like. You can always go back to one that you've
already read, and don't worry if you don't get through all of them."
Study stage. After hearing the instructions, participants in both
the study-for-test and free-reading groups had the opportunity to
read the complete biographies for 30 rain. The names of the
biographies were presented in a circular array on the computer
screen. Participants chose which six-page biography they wished to
study by pressing in a letter key that corresponded to that
biography. At any time, the participant could return to the main
array to choose a different biography by pressing the space bar. The
total study time was 30 rain, but it could be allocated as the
participant chose. The time spent on each biography, the number of
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pages read, and the order in which the biographies were read were
all recorded by computer.
Recall stage. The participants received a 64-question, fill-inthe-blank test consisting of eight questions from each biography.
The questions were presented randomly on the computer screen for
15 s each. All participants were told that they should answer the
questions as quickly as possible by typing in the answer. If they
could not answer the question within 15 s, the computer automatically moved on to the next question. The participants' answers were
saved on a computer file to be hand scored later. There were two
independent scorers, both blind to the experimental conditions.
Each correct fill-in-the-blank answer was given a point, and each
incorrect answer was given no points. There were no partial points
given. Spelling mistakes were counted as correct. The two scorers
produced exactly the same total score for each of the participants.

Materials
The biographies were chosen from each of eight different
categories consisting of art, psychology, sports, literature, science,
philosophy, political history, and classical music. The figures were
Pablo Picasso, Sigmund Freud, Babe Ruth, William Shakespeare,
Isaac Newton, Aristotle, George Washington, and Johann Sebastian
Bach. The biographies were taken from the Encyclopedia Britannica and were organized so that all were exactly six computerscreen pages long and consisted of similar information.

Pretesting o f B i o g r a p h i e s
We wanted participants to be time pressured while reading the
biographies. Therefore, before conducting the experiment, two
graduate students read through all eight biographies continuously
while being timed. This took 55 rain for one and 60 rain for the
other, nearly twice as long as we allowed participants in the
experiment.
The biographies were also pretested to ensure that they were
about people who were relatively similar in fame. Twenty-one
participants (who were not participants in the experiment proper)
were asked to list three of the most famous, nonliving people for
each of the following categories: art, politics, English literature,
science, philosophy, psychology, sports, and classical music. All of
the biographies chosen for the experiment were among the most
commonly listed names in the survey. Picasso was the most
commonly listed name under the category art (10); Washington in
politics (15); Shakespeare in literature (13); Freud in psychology
(16); Babe Ruth in sports (17); Newton (11) came in second in the
science category after Einstein; Aristotle (8) came in second in the
philosophy category after Plato; and Bach (11) came in third in the
music category after Beethoven and Mozart.

Results
In all of the analyses, a probability level of .05 was used as
the criterion for statistical significance. We computed all
correlations nonparamelrically (using gammas, G---a rankorder correlation on two dimensions; see Nelson, 1984) and
parametrically (using Pearson product-moment correlations, r). Because both types o f correlations nearly always
gave the same basic results, we report only gamma correlations, except when the two showed different patterns, in
which case we report both.
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Test Performance

The mean tnoportion correct on the test for the freereading and study-for-test groups were .20 and .23, respectively. Though these means were in the right direction for the
hypothesis that studying for a test improves test performance, the difference failed to reach statistical significance,
F(I, 61) = 1.36, MSE = 0.08, p -- .25. This lack of
difference suggested that despite our earlier survey in which
participants had indicated that their study behavior seemed
to depend on whether a test was expected, such an expectation had, at best, a small impact on test perfotmanco---at
least in the present experiment. There was a difference in
recall depending on biography, F(7, 427) = 28.98, MSE =
0.78, such that people tended to recall more facts about
certain biographies, such as Picasso, over others, such as
Newton.
The gamma correlations between judgments and test
performance are presented in Table 2 (Experiment 1). The
mean gamma correlations between EOLs and test performance were .19 and .21 for the free-reading and study-fortest conditions, respectively. Although there were no significant differences as a function of test expectation (Fs < 1),
the correlations were significantly greater than zero, indicating that people performed better on the biographies that
were judged to be easy, t(62) = 6.03, SE = 0.03. They also
performed better on biographies that were judged to be
interesting, t(62) = 5.84, SE = 0.03.
As study time increased, so, too, did test performance; the
gamma (G =.26) was significantly greater than zero,
t(62) = 8.86, SE = 0.03. Similarly, when the number of
pages read on each biography was correlated with test
perfommnce, the relation was also significantly positive,
G = .26, t(62) = 9.69, SE = 0.03.
Cognitive Resource Allocation on the Basis o f EOLs

In this analysis, the data were the measured study time for
each of the eight biographies as related to the person's EOL
on each biography. If a certain biography had not been
Table 2
The Relation Between Metacognitive Judgments and Test
Performance (Gamma Correlations ~)
Group
Experiment 1
Free reading
Study for test
Experiment 2
Free reading
Sty. for test

Ease-of-learning
judgatent

Judgment
of interest

.19
.21

.23
.18

.26
.24

.12
.07

High pressure
.22
.17
•A negative gamma ~ l a t i o n indicates that !~ople performed
better on the judged-dlfficult or judged-boring biographies, and a
positive correlation indicates that people ~.fformed better, on the
judged-easy or judged-interesting biographies, ball participants
expected a test in Experiment 3.

studied at all, it had a study time duration of zero. In conU~t
to previous findings in the literature, people allocated more
study time to items they judged as easy, rather than to those
that they judged difficult. The gamma (G = .19) was significantly greater than zero, t(62) = 4.68, SE = 0.04, and is
shown in Figure 1. This is a reversal of the usual finding.
The mean gamma correlations between EOLs and study
time for the free-readin{g group (.27) and study-for-test
group (.10) were significantly different from one another,
F(1, 62) = 5.05, MSE = 0.47, indicating that participants'
knowledge that they were going to face a test affected their
strategies in studying. When they were studying for a test,
they had less of a tendency to allocate study time to the
judged-easy biographies than when they were free reading,
and only the free-reading group had a mean gamma that was
significantly different from zero, t(30) = 5.80, SE = 0.05.
Thiede and Dunlosky's (1999) theory suggests that people
might strategically allocate study time to the most difficult
items only after the particular item has been selected for
study. They found that people sometimes chose to study the
easier items early. In the present experiment, we also found
that people tended to choose the easier items early, especially when free reading. The mean gamma correlation
between EOLs and order of study for the free-reading group
was -.27, t(3I) = 3.97, SE = 0.07. For the study-for-test
group, the gamma was -.01, which was not different from
zero. The two groups were significantly different from each
other, t(31) = 2.24, SE = 0.20. (When the correlations were
computed parametrically, though, this difference between
groups disappeared. The r correlation for the free-reading
group was - . 2 9 and for the study-for-test group was -.15,
both showing that people studied the judged-easy items
early.) Thus (although the conclusion may not be entirely
firm for the study-for-test group), these data on order of
selection appear to confirm Thiede and Dunlosky's order of
study results.
Given that people did choose the easier items first and did
not have time to get through all of the to-be-tested materials,
it is possible that the reversal of the usual finding on time
allocation that we reported above might have been attributable to people rarely having selected the judged-difficult
items at all. Thus, it is possible that, as Thiede and Dunlosky
(1999) and Dunlosky and Hertzog (1998) proposed, the
discrepancy-reduction mechanism was operating on the
materials that people selected for study, but they selected
only the easy items, so the overall correlations show a
reversal that does not contradict the models.
To test this the~y, it is necessary to conditionalize the
data, eliminating those items that were not selected at all for
study. A second analysis was, therefore, conducted in which
the data were conditionaliTed on only those biographiesthat
were chosen for study. The final item each participant
selected was also removed because study of that item would
most likely have been cut off by the 30-rain study-time limit.
Hence. the person may not have devoted as much time to
that item as he or she would have wished. Thus, in the
second analysis, only those biographies that participants
chose to study and were free to finish studying were used.
The mean number of biographies contributing to the condi-
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Figure 1. Experiment 1 gamma correlations between ease-of-learning judgments and study time,
either unconditionalized or eonditionalized on the items that were selected for study.
tionalized scores were 4.40 for the free-reading group and
4.93 for the study-for-test group. The mean conditionalized
gamma correlations between EOLs and study time were
- . 0 2 for the free-reading group and .37 for the study-for-test
group, a nonsignificant difference, F < 1 (see Figure 1).
Because Thiede and Dunlosky's theory assumes that people
are studying for a test, we analyzed that condition separately.
In contrast to the theory, which predicts a negative correlation, the gamma was significantly greater than zero, t(15) =
2.49, SE = 0.15.
Although our main focus was on study-time allocation,
the number of pages that people studied in each biography,
not surprisingly, confn-med the already-detailed results:
Participants read significantly more pages of biographies
(out of a maximum of six pages for each biography) that
were judged to be easy rather than difficult in the freereading group, G = .27, but not in the study4or-test group,
G = .07. The two groups were significantly different from
each other, F(1, 62) = 8.32, MSE = 0.56.

Cognitive Resource Allocation on the Basis of JOIs
The EOLs and JOIs were significantly correlated, such
that the biographies that were judged to be easier also tended
to be judged as more interesting, G = .25, t(62) = 5.45,
SE = 0.05. The mean gamma correlations concerning
people's study time as a function of interest (i.e., between
JOIs and study time) for the free-reading and study-for-test
conditions, respectively, were .32 and .14, as is shown in
Figure 2. Although the difference was not quite significant,
F(1, 62) = 3.71, MSE = 0.48, p = .06, this trend suggests

that when people were free reading, they preferred to devote
their time to the judged-interesting materials. However,
when studying for a test, although study time was still
positively related to interest, it was somewhat less positively
so determined. Combined, these gammas were greater than
zero, t(62) = 4.84, SE = 0.05. The free-reading group read a
greater number of pages of judged-interesting biographies,
G = .34, than did the study-for-test group, G = .11, F(1, 62)
= 10.96, MSE = 0.80.

Discussion
The most important new result in this experiment was
that, in contrast to all previous findings, people devoted their
study time to items that were assessed as easy rather than
difficult. One possible reason for this finding may have been
that in our experiment, people had very tittle overall study
time relative to the amount of material given. If the
judged-difficult biographies were thought to be too difficult
to learn in such a short amount of time, participants may
have decided, instead, to spend their study time on the
less-difficult biographies that were learnable in a shorter
time period. The second reason for the finding may have
been that the materials that we used were much more
complex and demanding than those simple materials used in
past studies. Perhaps the nature of the materials interacts
with study-time-allocation strategies. Thus, our concern that
the apparently robust finding in the literature---that people
study the difficult items longer--may apply under only very
specific, but as yet not fully specified special conditions,
appears to be justified. Under the conditions used in our
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Condltlon
Gamma correlations between judgments of interest and study time. Experiment 1
materials were long biographies; Experiment 2 materials were haikus; Experiment 3 materials were
Elizabethan sonnets.

Figure 2.

experiment, where the stimulus materials were longer and
people had little time, the reverse occune~.
The second finding that emerged was that test expectation
influenced people's studying strategy. When people were
free reading, they allocated more study time to those
biographies judged as easy. However, when a test was
expected, they spent less time on the judged-easy biographies than they would have had they not been expecting a
test. The difference in study strategy, however, did not
improve performance very much. However, had the participants been given more time in which to study, perhaps these
strategy differences would have been more effective.
Finally, people's judgments of interest were positively
related to study time. This last finding suggests that there
may be some hedonic basis for time allocation. People
appear to study, not just what they should--as given by the
cool assessment of how well the items are learned--but also
what they would---as given by the hot judgments of interest.
This finding suggests that emotionally guided impulses (see
Metcalfe & Mischel, 1999), such as the person's interest in
the materials, may influence control strategies even in a
simple learning paradigm.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we attempted to alter the paradigm in a
direction that would produce the more common result in the

literature. As noted above, the difference between our
results--that people tended to study the judged-easy items
longer--and those shown in other experiments--that people
tended to study the judged-difficult items longer--might
have been caused by the fact that the stimuli used in the two
cases were very different. We used long biographies, in
Experiment 1, whereas other researchers had used short
sentences, word-pairs, trigrams, and even letters. Thus, in
the second experiment, we used materials that were closer in
length to the word pairs and phrases used in the past. At the
same time, we wanted the stimuli to be complex enough so
that there would be a wide range of interest judgments.
Therefore, we chose haiku poems as our to-be-learned
materials.
The other main difference between our first experiment
and most of those reported in the literature was that in our
experiment, people had very little time to study the materials. In most previous experiments, people have had plentY of
time. In an effort to make the second experiment more like
those in the literature--while still maintaining the total
fixed-time strategic aspect of the first experimentmwe
calibrated the total time allowed in this experiment to be
more than twice as long as was needed to read through all of
the materials. In addition, we attempted to replicate the
free-reading versus study-for-test difference in strategies
found in the first experiment. Thus, we included a similar
manipulation in this experiment.
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Method

recall. We only tested on the final block so that during all the study
phases, these participants would continue to have no knowledge
that their memory would be tested.

The participants were 28 undergraduates from the same population as in Experiment 1; none of them had participated in
Experiment 1.

Results

Participants

We used a two-group design (test expectation: free-reading vs.
study-for-test), in which participants studied 7 haiku poems in each
of seven blocks, for a total of 49 halkus. Each haiku was scored out
of 10, and then the scores were converted to proportions. As in
Experiment 1, two metacognifive judgments were elicited---EOLs
and JOIs. We also measured the study time on each haiku.
Participants were assigned randomly to condition.

Recall was scored by two independent judges, both blind
to the experimental conditions. Scores ranged from zero,
when nothing was recalled, to 10, for perfect recall of a
particular haiku poem. Both judges agreed to give a point for
each significant word recalled. However, in addition, the
judges gave a subjective score for the full haiku, reflecting
the correct flow and theme of the poem. The interjudge
correlation was very high, at .95. The averages o f the scores
given by the two judges were used as the test performance
scores in the analyses.

Materials

Test Performance

Forty-nine Japanese haiku poems, translated into English, were
selected as stimuli for Experiment 2. The poems consisted of a
wide variety of topics and abstractness. In a pretest, two graduate
students averaged 50 s to read through 7 haiku poems in a row.
Participants were allowed 2 rain to study each set of 7 poems.

Because we only had test scores for the seventh block for
the free-reading participants, the analyses that compare the
test-expectation conditions on test performance were conducted only on the seventh block. The mean proportion
correct on the test for the free-reading and study-for-test
groups were .39 and .45, respectively. A t test showed no
significant difference between the two groups in test performance (t < 1), but there were very few observations on this
measure, so we do not conclude that test expectation did not
influence performance.
As is shown in Table 2 (Experiment 2), there was no
difference on the correlation between EOLs and test performance (computed only on the last block) between the two
test-expectation conditions (F < 1). Both were better on
haikus judged as easy, G = .25, t(27) = 4.31, SE = 0.06.
There was also no difference on the correlation between
JOIs and test performance between the two test-expectation
conditions (F < 1), and interest judgments computed only
on the seventh block did not significantly predict test
performance in this experiment, G = .10, t(27) = 1.54,
p = .14.
There was no difference as a function of test expectations
on the gamma correlations between study time and test
performance (on the last block). However, there was a
difference from zero, such that the more time a person
allocated to studying a particular haiku, the better was its
recall, G = .22, t(27) = 3.74, SE = 0.03. These results are
similar to those of Experiment 1.
We also conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on
all 7 blocks in the study-for-test condition, which showed no
effect of block. However, a t test showed that people
performed better on the judged-easy items, G = .08, t (97) =
2.58, SE = 0.03. Over all blocks, we also found that people
performed better on the judged-interesting items, G = .16,
t(97) = 4.80, SE = 0.03.

Design

Procedure
Within each block, the judgment stage consisted of participants
reading 7 different haiku poems for 3 s each, then rating them (on a
scale from 1 to 10) in terms of ease-of-learning and interest (a 10
was given for easiest or for most interesting). Then, participants in
the study-for-test condition were told that they would have to study
the halloa poems for a later test; participants in the free-reading
condition were told nothing about a test. The instructions for the
study-for-test group were as follows: "You will now have the
opportunity to read through and study the 7 haiku poems for 2 min.
There will be a memory test on the free recall of all 7 haiku poems,
after the 2 rain has ended. You may read the haikus as you wish,
choosing each of them for as long as you'd like. You can always go
back to one that you've already read, and don't worry if you don't
get through all of them." The instructions for the free-reading
condition were as follows: "You will now have the opportunity to
free-read through the 7 haiku poems for 2 min. You may read the
halkus as you wish, choosing each of them for as long as you'd like.
You can always go back to one that you've already read, and don't
worry if you don't get through all of them."
The study stage immediately followed the instructions. All
participants had 2 rain to read as many poems as they wished. The 7
poems were presented in a circular array on a computer screen in a
very faint light gray color that was extremely hard to read, yet still
recognizable. Participants could choose a haiku poem to read more
comfortably by clicking on that poem. By doing so, the 6 poems
that were not chosen disappeared, whereas the one poem chosen
became easily readable. When the participant finished studying a
particular poem, he or she could return to the circle of the 7
barely-readable haiku poems by clicking the mouse once again, at
which point another poem could be chosen. Time spent on each
poem and selection order were recorded by the computer.
After studying the 7 haiku poems for 2 min, participants in the
study-for-test condition had to recall the 7 poems as well as they
could by writing them on a piece of paper. Thus, they were tested
after each of the seven blocks of haikus. In the free-reading
condition, only the seventh, or final, block was tested for free

Cognitive Resource Allocation on the Basis of EOLs
Unlike the results of Experiment 1, and like those found in
the rest of the literature, in this experiment there was a
negative relation between study time and E O L judgments,
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combined G = -.12, t(197) = 3.70, SE = 0.03. The two
test-expectation conditions were significantly different from
each other, F(1, 26) = 5.05, MSE = 0.87. The gammas for
the study-for-test group (G = -.19) showed that in this
condition, participants allocated more study time to the
judged-difficult materials; the gamma was significantly less
than zero, t(97) = 6.16, SE = 0.03. The analogous t
comparing the gammas in the free-reading group to zero did
not quite reach significance, G = -.05, t(97) = 1.83, SE =
0.03, p = .07. (The Pearson correlation for the free-reading
group was -.05. The Pearson correlation for the study-fortest group was -.08. The ANOVA on the Pearson correlations showed no effect of test expectation, but the combined
correlation showed that people allocated more study time to
the judged-difficult haikus, t[195] --- 2.05, SE = 0.03.)
Because of the predictions of Thiede and Dunlosky's
(1999) theory, we examined the order in which items were
selected for study. The gamma correlations between EOLs
and selection order showed no differences between groups
( - . 0 2 for the free-reading group and .04 for the study-fortest group) and were not significantly different from zero,
suggesting that there was no specific selection-order strategy. (The Pearson correlations yielded slightly different
results:For the free-reading group r was .14 and for the
study-for-test group r was -.07. The two groups were
significantly different from each other, F(1, 26) = 4.87,
MSE = 1.72. Only the free-reading group selected the
judged-difficult haikus earlier, t(97) = 3.15, SE = 0.04.)
We also conducted a conditionalized analysis on only
those hailms that had been selected for study, eliminating the

test

last haiku that people were studying when the time had run
out. The mean number of hailms contributing to this analysis
was 5.84. There was a trend, F(1, 26) = 2.88, MSE = 0.67,
p = .10, suggesting that the study-for-test group allocated
more study time to the judged-difficult hailms than did the
free-reading group. The mean gamma for the study-for-test
group was significantly less than zero, G = -.18, t(97) =
3.62, SE = 0.05, as is consistent with Thiede's and
Dunlosky's theory. Both the unconditionalized and conditionalized results are presented in Figure 3.
Cognitive Resource Allocation on the Basis o f J O l s

As was found in Experiment 1, EOLs and JOIs were
slightly correlated, such that the haikus that were judged to
he easier also tended to be judged as more interesting, G =
.16, t(195) = 6.71, SE = 0.02. The mean gamma correlations between JOIs and study time, shown in Figure 2,
indicated that both the study-for-test group (G --.13) and
the free-reading group (G = .13) allocated more study time
to the judged-interesting materials, t(195) = 5.49, SE =
0.02.
Discussion

In contrast to Experiment 1, the results concerning the
relation between study time and judged ease from Experiment 2 indicated that people spent more time studying items
that were judged to be difficult than those judged to be easy
but only when expecting a test. These results are in keeping
with most of the past literature. This result was expected
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because we had tried to manipulate the conditions of the
second experiment to be more like those found in the
remainder of the literature. The most obvious reason for the
discrepancy between the first two experiments was that
the stimulus materials were different.
However, another reason may have been that the time
pressure during study was different. In Experiment 1, the
amount of time needed to read through all eight biographies
was approximately twice as long as the amount of study time
that was allowed. On the other hand, in Experiment 2, the
amount of time needed to read through, though not necessarily to memorize, 7 haiku poems in any given block was only
around 50 s. The total study time allowed was 2 rain. Put
differently, because in Experiment 1, the participants had a
very limited period of time to study the biographical
information, they may have perceived themselves to be
under high time pressure. In Experiment 2, participants
could at least read through all the poems. If they knew how
long it would take them to master certain items and also that
it would take longer to master the judged-difficult items,
then they might have allocated more study time to judgeddifficult items only when there was ample study time. On the
other hand, when there was not enough study time, they
might have allocated more time to items that were judged as
easy or those items that would take a shorter amount of time
to master.
Thus, we hypothesized that perhaps when there is not
enough time to read all the to-be-studied materials, people
may be less inclined to study the judged-difficult materials.
Given more study time, they may find it feasible to allocate
more time to the judged-difficult materials. Our hypothesis,
then--tested in the third experiment--was that time pressure may have a substantial influence on study-time allocation.

Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we addressed the question of whether
time pressure---in the guise of overall study t i m e - influences people's study-time allocation. So that some
participants would be under high time pressure, and others
would be under moderate time pressure, we chose materials
that were, in length, between the biographies used in
Experiment 1 and the haikus used in Experiment 2. Thus,
medium-length sonnets were used as the sole stimulus
materials. The sonnets were also complex enough to sustain
interest judgments. The amount of overall study time was
varied across groups: Some participants were extremely
time pressured; others were only moderately time pressured.

Method
Participants
The participants were 28 undergraduates from Columbia University; none of them had participated in the previous experiments.
Each participant was paid $10 for the session.
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Design
We used a two-group design (time pressure: high pressure vs.
moderate pressure) in which participants studied eight different
sonnets and were subsequently tested on them. Recall of each
sonnet was scored out of 10 and converted to proportion of sonnet
correct. As before, EOLs, JOIs, and study time were recorded.
Participants were assigned randomly to the conditions and were
tested individually.

Materials
Eight 14-line sonnets were chosen as the stimulus materials, and
an extra sonnet was used as a pretest stimulus.

Pretest
The main experiment was preceded by a pretest phase for all
participants, designed to calibrate how much time to give participants in the high-pressure and moderate-pressure groups. A pretest
sonnet was presented on the computer screen for 1 rain. Participants were told to memorize the sonnet to the best of their ability.
After the minute was up, they wrote down as much of the sonnet as
they could remember. If they had remembered at least 50% of the
sonnet, the pretest session was terminated. If not, they were given
another minute to study, after which they had another chance to
write down what they had left out on the previous recall trial. When
they recalled at least 50% of the sonnet, the pretest was terminated.
Total study time in the experiment was computed as a function of
the number of minutes, t, the participant had needed to reach the
50% criterion. If the participant was assigned to the high-pressure
group, he or she was given three times as much time (i.e., 30 for all
eight sonnets in the experiment; if in the moderate-pressure group
he or she was assigned 10 times the number of minutes needed in
the pretest session (i.e., 10t). All participants were aware of how
long they would have to study. There was, of course, a difference in
the overall study times for the two groups. The mean overall study
time for participants in the moderate-pressure group was 41.43
min, and the mean overall study time for participants in the
high-pressure group was 11.79 min.

Procedure
This experiment used the same basic procedure as was used in
Experiments 1 and 2. During the judgment stage, participants read
and rated eight new sonnets for EOL and for interest, both on a
scale from 0 to 10 (0 = most diffwult and least interesting,
10 = easiest and most interesting). Then, each of the participants
was given the instructions for the remainder of the experiment.
They were told how long they would have to study all of the
sonnets and that they would be given a memory test, cued with the
first two lines of each sonnet, following the study phase. As in the
first two experiments, participants were informed that they could
study the sonnets as they wished, they could always go back to a
sonnet that had already been chosen, and that they should not worry
if they could not get through all eight of the sonnets.
During the study stage, the first two lines of all eight sonnets
were displayed in a circular array. When a participant clicked the
mouse on any two lines, the entire sonnet was presented on the
screen until the participant clicked the mouse again to return to the
main array. Again, time spent studying each sonnet, and selection
order of sonnets were both computer recorded. Finally, in the recall
stage, the participants were cued with the first two lines of the
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sonnets and were asked to write down as much as they could
remember of all eight sonnets.
Results

Performance was scored by two independent judges, both
blind to the experimental conditions. A score between 0 and
10 was assigned for each sonnet on the basis of the amount
of accurate recall. A 10 was given for perfect recall, and a 0
was given if none of the sonnet had been recalled. Similar to
the scoring of haiku poems, the judges gave logical but
subjective scores on the basis of the number of vital words
recalled and the theme flow recalled. The interjudge correlation was .97. The averages of the scores given by the two
judges were used as the test performance scores in the
analyses.
Test P e r f o r m a n c e

The mean proportions correct for the high-pressure group
(.15) and the moderate-pressure group (.28) were significantly different from each other, F(1, 26) = 6.59, MSE =
0.98, as expected.
Results of the gamma correlations between judgments
and test performance are presented in Table 2 (Experiment
3). The mean gamma correlations between EOLs and test
performance were not significantly different for timepressure groups: .22 for the high-pressure group and.19 for
the moderate-pressure group, F < 1. Both groups performed
better on the judged-easy sonnets, the combined gamma
being significantly different from zero, t(27) = 5.84, SE =
0.03.

The mean gamma correlations between JOIs and test
performance were also not significantly different for groups:
.17 and .08 for the high-pressure and moderate-pressure
groups, respectively, F(1, 27) = 1.64, MSE = 0.06,p = .21,
but both showed that people tended to perform better on the
judged-interesting sonnets; the combined gamma was significandy different from zero, t(27) = 3.40, SE = 0.04. All of
the above findings were consistent with those of the previous
experiments.
The gammas between study time and performance, computed for each individual and hence nonredundant with the
study-time manipulation in this experiment, showed that
people recalled better those items that they had studied
longer, G = .10, t(27) = 2.34, SE = 0.04.
Cognitive Resource Allocation on the Basis o f E O L s

As in Experiment 1, people in this experimentj allocated
their time to the judged-easy rather than the judged-difficult
sonnets, G = .16, t(27) = 3.16, SE = 0.05. Furthermore, the
study strategy changed depending on time pressure. The
mean gamma correlations between EOL and study time were
.27 and .05 for the high-pressure and moderate-pressure
groups, respectively (see Figure 4), and were significantly
different from each other, F(1, 26) = 5.29, MSE = 0,34.
When under high time pressure, people tended to study the
judged-easy items for longer, the gamma being significantly
different from zero, t(13) = 4.57, SE = 0.06. Those
participants who were under only moderate pressure showed
no tendency to study preferentially either the judged-easy or
the judged-difficult items, and the gamma was not significantly different from zero, t(13) = 0.71, SE = 0.08,p > .40.
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Figure 4. Experiment 3 gamma correlations between ease-of-learning judgments and study time,

either unconditionalizedor conditionalized on the items that were selected for study.

METACOGNITIVECONTROLAND STUDY-TIMEALLOCATION
We found no change in this pattern when we conditionalized on the chosen sonnets and eliminated the sonnets that
the person was studying when time ran out. The mean
number of sonnets entering this conditionalized analysis in
the high-pressure group was 5.36 and in the moderatepressure group was 7.71. People in the high-pressure group
allocated more study time to sonnets judged as easy
(G = .46), t(13) = 4.79, SE = .10, whereas people in the
moderate-pressure group did not allocate more time specifically to judged-difficult or easy sonnets (G = .04). Neither
of these two results support Thiede's and Dunlosky's theory.
As in the unconditionalized analyses, the two group's
studying strategies were significantly different from each
other, t(13) = 2.93, SE = 0.14. Both the unconditionalized
and conditionalized results are shown in Figure 4.
As in the previous experiment, the gamma correlations
between EOLs and selection order showed no differences
between groups (.13 for the moderate-pressure group and
.18 for the high-pressure group). However, the combined
mean gamma correlation was significantly greater than zero,
G --- .15, t(27) = 2.91, SE = 0.05, indicating that people
selected the judged-easy halkus earlier.

Cognitive Resource Allocation Based on JOIs
The judged-easy sonnets were also judged to be more
interesting, G = .24, t(27) = 3.81, SE = 0.06. Both groups
devoted more study time to the judged-interesting sonnets;
the gamma was significantly different from zero, t(27) =
2.30, SE = 0.05, as is shown in Figure 2.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 suggest an interpretation of
the differences we found between Experiments 1 and 2. In
Experiment 1, participants may have perceived themselves
to be under extremely high time pressure. Under such
circumstances, they tended to allocate study time to the
judged-easy items. In Experiment 2, though, because they
had time to at least read all of the materials, they may have
perceived themselves to be under lower time pressure, in
which case the usual finding resulted: They preferentially
allocated study time to the judged-difficult items. Consistent
with this conjecture, in Experiment 3, participants in the
high-pressure condition allocated more study time to the
judged-easy items, whereas when the time pressure was
lessened in the moderate-pressure condition, so too was
people's tendency to allocate their time to the judged-easy
items.
Although we prefer this interpretation of our results, there
is also a possibility that under conditions of low time
pressure, people's study strategies become less discriminate
and more noisy and hence tend toward a zero correlation.
This alternate hypothesis cannot be refuted from our data,
and there are two studies (Mazzoni & Cornoldi, 1993,
Experiment 5; Nelson & Leonesio, 1988) that attained
correlations in the opposite direction from ours in the high
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pressure condition, which reported that under lower time
pressure the correlations were closer to zero. Hence, these
two studies are consistent with the alternate interpretation of
our results, rather than with our preferred interpretation.
However, the conditions in these two experiments were
quite different from those in Experiment 3. In a fact-learning
experiment, Mazzoni and Cornoldi (1993) gave participants
either 15 s per item or 60 s per item. They found that the high
time pressure group preferentially allocated more time to the
judged-difficult items than did the low time pressure group,
which had a correlation close to zero. Their study differs
from ours insofar as they allowed no trade-off across
items---the participant had the full amount of time (either 15
s or 60 s) to use on each item and could not allocate the
saved time to help performance on other items. Also, the
materials were simple statements, and perhaps participants,
realizing that they had more time than they could possibly
use in the 60-s condition, became unstrategic and inattentive-accounting for the lack of performance differences in
the two conditions, despite the differences in study time.
Nelson and Leonesio (1988, Experiment 3) found a small
difference in study time allocated to each item as a function
of instructions that emphasized either speed or accuracy.
They found that under the speeded (high pressure) conditions, people showed a greater tendency to allocate time to
the more difficult items than they did under the less
time-pressured accuracy conditions, in which the correlation
tended to zero. However, again, they were not investigating
a situation in which time saved on one item could be used,
strategically, on another. The overall time frame was also
much shorter than that in our studies. The materials were
one-sentence fact questions, to which a one-word answer
was to be learned. Finally, the direction of the strategic
study-time allocation shown in the high-pressure condition
was opposite to that in our high-pressure condition.
In our experiment, people under time pressure allocated
their study time to the easy items, not those that were
perceived to be difficult. They did this less, though, when
they had more time, overall, to study. Presumably their
reason for this choice of strategy was that they wanted to
consolidate those items that, with the least effort, they would
be relatively sure of having mastered for the test. It was
probably the easy items that required some, but not much,
effort to master that would provide the highest payoff at the
smallest cost, in terms of test performance. This strategy,
then, would allow people to optimize test performance,
given the amount of study time allowed. In summary, then,
people may have realized that there were diminishing
returns per unit study time as a function of the difficulty of
the items being studied. Thus, under pressure, they chose the
easy pickings.
General Discussion
The most important new finding in the three experiments
presented here was that people do not always allocate their
study time to items that are judged as difficult; they
sometimes devote their time to the items judged to be easy.
This result contradicts the results of all 46 previous experi-
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mental conditions in the literature, 35 of which indicate that
people study judged-difficult items preferentially, and 11 of
which are indete~J~dnate. Furthermore, it disconfirms all
existing models of study-time allocation (Duulosky &
Hertzog, 1998; Nelson & Narens, 1990, 1994; Thiede &
Dunlosky, 1999), particularly the well-accepted discrepancyreduction model, which states that people will preferentially
study what they find most difficult or most unlearned. Like
Thiede and Dunlosky (1999), we sometimes found that
people chose to study the easier items earlier, but, unlike
Thiede and Dunlosky, we found that even when we only
considered those items that people chose to study, people
still tended, in some situations, to devote more study lime to
the easy items. Although the addition of a high-level
selection process was evoked to reconcile Thiede and
Duulosky's data with the discrepancy-reduction models, it is
insufficient to account for our results. Our data ate irreconcilable with the models; people seem to use the discrepancyreduction mechanism only under particular very circumscribed conditions.
We are not suggesting that people do not use their
metacognitive knowledge to control learning. Our data were
systematic, indicating that people were behaving strategically. They were just not systematic in the direction shown
by previous research. Our results, then, suggest that people
may use their metaimowledge in a rather different and
perhaps more strategic way than past research would

suggest.
First, time pressure appears to be a factor in deciding
which items to study. It was shown here that when under
high time pressure, people allocated more study time to the
judged-easy items, whereas when under lower time pressure,
they turned more to the judged-difficult items. Although the
finding that people, sometimes, devote their study time to
the easy items contradicts the predictions made by current
discrepancy-reduction models, the variation with time pressure, in and of itself, does not conflict with the central
intuition of the theory, namely, that it takes more time to
learn the difficult items. Indeed, the result suggests that
people know this very well and realize that because it takes
more time to learn the difficult items, there may be situations
in which time spent on those items would be wasted or
inefficient. With a severely restricted amount of time available, they should concentrate on those items that are
expected to have the highest payoff in terms of test
performance and the smallest cost in terms of time spent.
Second, study-time allocation was influenced by learning
goals. In both experiments, we can compare the correlations
when people were studying for a test to when they were free
reading. In both experiments, the difference between conditions was in the direction favoring the easier items when
they were free reading and the more difficult items when
they were studying for a test, regardless of the overall level
of the correlations. So, in Experiment 1, the correlation
between EOLs and study time was positive for the freereading group and less positive for the study-for-test group.
In Experiment 2, the correlation was approximately zero
when free-reading and negative when studying for a test.
This suggests that when free-reading, people prefer the

easier items, but when studying for a test, they sacrifice this
preference and attend more to the difficult items.
Finally, we found that EOLs were not the only factor
influencing study-time allocation; people also studied according to their interest. In all three experiments, people chose to
allocate more study time to materials judged as interesting.
And, in general, people performed better on the judgedinteresting materials. Hot-system motivational factors (Metcalfe & Mischel, 1999) such as interest value have often
been ignored in cognitive studies of learning (cf. Berlyne,
1978), but it seems clear that in the real world, as well as in
our experiments, they may have a potent, but as yet poorly
charted, effect.
The results of these experiments indicate that past theories
about the manner in which people allocate their study time
are too simple. Because these are the first studies to show
that the consensus of past literature is limited to certain very
circumscribed conditions, there are necessarily a number of
unresolved questions that will need to be intensively and
systematically investigated before all of the implications of
this line of research are understood. Research on the effects
and boundary conditions of each of the parameters that we
investigated need to be detailed. It also seems likely that
other important determinants of strategic study-timeallocation may walt undiscovered. Until parametric investigations of these variables, under different circumstances of
learning and under different motivational sets, have been
conducted, it would be premature to suggest a formal theol.
However, what these data do suggest is that people may use
their metacognitions in a much more strategic and situationsensitive manner than was previously known. Clearly, given
the importance of people's metacognitively guided strategies in allowing them to take control over their own
learning, these new results deserve intensive follow-up.
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